LINDENWOOD
ENTERTAINMENT.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12th—7½ P. M.

PART I.
1. SONATE PATHETIQUE—(Beethoven).......................... Miss Fulton
2. THE WHIPPOORWILL........................................... Solo and Chorus
3. RECITATION FROM TENNYSON.................................. Miss Weber
4. VOCAL DUETT—(Mendelssohn). Misses Chevalier and Nixon
5. MR. WELLER'S INTERVIEW WITH MRS. BARDELL AND FRIENDS
   —Misses Mitchell, Slayback, Wilson, Etc
6. BONNIE WHITE TENDER FLOWERS—(Pannell)................. Miss Graham
7. ARIA FROM SOMNAMBULA—(Bellino).......................... Miss Carpenter
8. SCENE FROM THE ANTIQUARY.................................. Misses Helfenstein, Keith, Burgess, Nixon and Meigs

PART II.
1. "STRONG SON OF GOD IMMORTAL LOVE"—(E. H. Wolf)—Choral for Alto Voices
   Fulton, Alderson and Chevalier
2. TRIO FROM DONIZETTI'S OPERAS................................ Misses Fulton, Alderson and Chevalier
3. GUARDIAN ANGEL—(Gounod). .................................. Solo and Chorus
4. DUETT—(Diabelli)................................................ Misses Helfenstein and Nixon
5. THE DOMBEY CHILDREN ARE DISCUSSED by Miss Nipper, Mrs.
   Richards, Miss Tox and Mrs. Chicks.............................. Misses Minor, Rankin, Graham and Adams
6. THE HUNTER—(Kuecken)........................................ Misses M. Keith and Fulton
7. RECITATION FROM KING JOHN... Members of Shakespear Class
8. CORONATION OF INEZ DE CASTRO......................... Recitation by Miss Carpenter, followed by Illustrative Tableaux

COSMOS PRINT.